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Arrested: Przybycien, Tyerell Joe
Sex: M DOB: 13-MAR-99

Book#: 352834

OTN: 54812730

Felony Approved

Agency: UCSO

Officer Name: Quin Fackrell
Arst Date: 05/06/2017 16:30

PC Enter Date: 05/06/17 16:41

PC Reviewed By: Thomas Low @ 05/06/17 18:13
Judge Comment:
Assigned Judge: Calendar Judge

Next Court Date: 05/11/17 15:00

$20,000 Cash Only

Tyerell Joe Przybycien, Was arrested on the following charges:
F1 DST
MA DST

76-5-203
76-5-112

MURDER
RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT

Probable cause for Arrest with out Warrant:
On 05/06/2017 deputies were called to an area near Maple Lake in Payson Canyon. A turkey hunter had come across the body of a female
hanging in a tree by a rope. There were two plastic grocery bags near her body which contained some personal effects. One of those
items was a handwritten note stating what her name was, and if there were any questions to watch the video. A black alcatel smart phone
was also present, but the battery needed to be charged and it wouldn’t turn on. A receipt from a local area store was also present that
showed the purchase of some rope on 05/05/2017. The name on the visa card receipt for this rope was Tyerell PRZYBYCIEN. A can of
industrial strength air duster was also resting at the victim’s feet.
Upon further investigation, I found that the victim had been listed as a missing person by the Spanish Fork Police Department, and was
sixteen years old. While still on scene Tyerell PRZYBYCIEN returned. PRYZBYCIEN was initially contacted by law enforcement personnel
and then escorted down to our office for an interview.
Upon further investigation I was able to charge up the battery enough to turn on the phone which was found at the scene. I was able to
view the video she described in the note left at the scene. You can clearly see the victim with a noose around her neck while standing on a
rock. PRYZBYCIEN is heard asking the juvenile to say something. The female victim then inhales a large dose of the industrial strength air
duster and loses consciousness. PRYZBYCIEN then continues to film this incident on camera for approximately ten to eleven minutes.
PRYZBYCIEN never offers assistance at anytime, and can be heard asking her to move or say something. The victim then expires while he
is filming. Under Utah Code 76-5-203(2)(c) it states that acting under circumstances evidencing a depraved indifference to human life, the
actor knowingly engages in conduct which creates a grave risk of death to another and thereby causes the death of another. Code
76-5-112 also states that the person recklessly engages in conduct that creates a substantial risk of death or serious injury to another
person.
During the interview of PRZYBYCIEN, he confessed to purchasing the industrial strength air duster, purchasing the rope, driving the victim
up to the location, helping tie the noose, and filming the incident which resulted in the death of the victim and taking no action to stop it or
render aid. PRZYBYCIEN also admitted to investigators with having an interest in watching someone die. PRZYBYCIEN also stated that he
too was suicidal and wanted to watch the victim die to see if it was something he could go through with himself. During questioning
PRYZBYCIEN also expressed feeling that he was responsible for her death and that she would still be here if he hadn’t helped her. During
the interview PRZYBYCIEN also stated he was still having suicidal thoughts.
By submitting this affidavit, I declare under criminal penalty of the State of Utah that the foregoing is true and correct.
\S\ Quin Fackrell Agency: UCSO
---
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